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2

The different behaviors of enhancement of charge injection of an organic electronic device were observed by
the incorporation, into the device, of the flat and rough insulating layers 共polytetrafluoroethylene兲 separating
the indium tin oxide and organic semiconductor 关tris共8-hydroxyquinoline兲 aluminum兴. The observed charge
injection enhancements can be explained by the carrier tunneling injection only when the morphology of the
insulating layers was taken into account in the calculation based on the tunneling model. Our research in theory
and experiment provided a further understanding of the carrier tunneling injection through the thin insulating
film in organic electronic devices.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.74.165307

PACS number共s兲: 73.40.Ns, 72.80.Le, 73.40.Qv, 73.40.Gk

I. INTRODUCTION

The charge injection often plays a dominant role in electronic devices based on amorphous organic materials such as
organic light-emitting diodes 共OLEDs兲, thin film transistors,
photodetectors, and solar cells. The efficiency of OLEDs is
directly related to the ability of the contacts to supply the
organic bulk with charge injection. It is generally recognized
that the enhancement of carrier injection is essential for the
high performance of devices. Much research has been conducted and it was found that carrier injection was enhanced
by the insertion of a thin insulator with the optimal thickness
between the electrode and the organic layer, such as poly共methylmethacrylate兲 共PMMA兲 LB films,1 LiF,2–6 CsF,7
Al2O3,8,9 NaCl,10 sodium stearate 共NaSt兲,11 Si3N4,12 and
teflon13 layers. There are different mechanisms for these phenomena. When LiF or CsF was used as the insulating layer
and Al or Mg as the metallic cathode, dissociation of the LiF
and CsF and subsequent “doping” of Li or Cs into the organic bulk were presented as a possible mechanism resulting
in enhanced electron injection.2,4,7,14 Besides, the charge tunneling effect was also considered to be an alternative underlying mechanism for the insulators such as PMMA,1 LiF
layer combined with Ag or ITO electrode,3,5,6 Al2O3,8
NaSt,11 Si3N4,12 and teflon.13
The model of charge tunneling through the barrier into
organic semiconductor was presented by Parker et al.,15 and
based on this model, Kim et al.1 then qualitatively proposed
the principle of carrier tunneling through a thin insulating
layer between the electrode and organic semiconductor layer.
Recently, the corresponding theoretical model and calculations through the thin insulating layer were presented in
Zhang et al.16 Zhang’s model successfully explained the enhancement of carrier injection using LiF layer combined
with Ag and ITO electrodes,3,5 and NaSt layer with Mg, Al,
and Ag cathodes respectively.17 However, Zhang’s model
was limited to the explanation of some experimental results;
for example, the optimal thickness of the insulating layer for
maximum carrier injection in the experiment was almost one
order of magnitude larger than the theoretical results.5 A rea1098-0121/2006/74共16兲/165307共7兲

sonable understanding of carrier injection enhancement
through insulation is therefore needed.
In this article, hole injection from indium-tin oxide 共ITO兲
to tris共8-hydroxyquinoline兲 aluminum 共Alq兲 through thin teflon films with different surface morphology was investigated experimentally and theoretically. The teflon films with
different surface morphology were fabricated by means of
sputtering and vacuum thermal evaporation. We found that
hole injection was enhanced by the insertion of the teflon
films. The injection current through the teflon film by the
thermal evaporation in the device reached a maximum twice
with different thicknesses of teflon film, which was quite
different from the case by the sputtering as well as the cases
of reported thin insulating films in previous literature.5,6,12,17
In theory, we further developed Kim’s and Zhang’s models
and found that our theoretical results, taking the morphology
of teflon film into account, agreed well with the experimental
ones. Our research showed that the morphology of teflon
films is a critical factor for the enhancement of hole injection
in OLEDs, leading to a further understanding of the physical
process of carrier injection in OLEDs.
The article is organized as follows: in Sec. II we present
the experimental results of hole injection enhancement from
ITO to Alq through teflon films with different surface morphologies. In Sec. III, we describe the theoretical model for
the calculation of tunneling current in the device, and the
numerical simulation and explanation of experiments are
given in Sec. IV. In the Appendix, the detailed steps to obtain
theoretical model and numerical results are presented.
II. EXPERIMENTAL

In order to study the hole injection process from an ITO
anode to an organic material 共Alq兲 through a teflon film, a
single-carrier-type, “hole-only” device was fabricated, where
the current density of electrons was reduced to negligible
levels by lowering the efficiency of the electron injecting
contact. The hole-only device in our experiment was built on
glass substrates precoated with ITO film and had a configuration of ITO/teflon 共x nm兲 / Alq 共60 nm兲 / N, N⬘-diphenyl-N,
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FIG. 1. Configuration of the hole-only device with ITO/Alq
共60 nm兲 / NPB 共20 nm兲 / Ag 共200 nm兲.

N⬘-bis 共1 , 1⬘-biphenyl兲-4 , 4⬘-diamine 共NPB兲 共20 nm兲 / Ag
共200 nm兲, which is shown in Fig. 1. Silver was chosen as the
cathode with Fermi energy of 4.6 eV, and NPB was used as
an electron blocking layer with a lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 共LUMO兲 level of 1.8 eV. The great offset between
the Fermi energy of the cathode and the LUMO level of NPB
served to reduce the efficiency of the electron injection and
guarantee the holes injected from the anode would dominate
in the device. The detailed fabrication of the devices was
shown elsewhere.13,18
The morphologies of the teflon films fabricated by the
sputtering are shown by atomic force microscope 共AFM兲 in
Fig. 2. Figure 2共a兲 shows the surface of ITO film on the glass
substrate, and Figs. 2共b兲–2共d兲 show the AFM images of the

FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 AFM images of 共a兲 ITO film, 共b兲 0.5 nm
thick, 共c兲 1 nm thick, and 共d兲 6 nm thick teflon films by sputtering.

FIG. 3. 共a兲 Thickness dependence of the I-V characteristics for
the hole-only device with teflon films by sputtering. 共b兲 The current
of the hole-only device vs different thicknesses of teflon film 共under
electric field of 0.2⫻ 107 V / cm兲.

teflon film with thickness of 0.5 nm, 1 nm, and 6 nm. The
root mean square 共RMS兲 of the roughness of films in Figs.
2共a兲–2共d兲 were 0.28 nm, 0.24 nm, 0.29 nm, and 0.27 nm,
which show that teflon films by sputtering are quite smooth
as ITO film. Figure 3共a兲 shows the current density versus
voltages 共I-V兲 characteristics of hole-only devices with different thicknesses of teflon film by sputtering, which were
measured by the Keithley 4200. We observed that the injection current density was enhanced and reached maximum
current density at the thickness of teflon film of 0.9 nm under
an electric field of 0.2⫻ 107 V / cm, shown in Fig. 3共b兲.
Figure 4 shows the morphology of the teflon films fabricated by thermal evaporation. The surface of the teflon films
by thermal evaporation was not a perfectly flat surface, but
was somewhat rough. Figure 4共a兲 shows the surface of the
ITO substrate, which was quite smooth. Figure 4共b兲 shows a
2 nm thick teflon layer. The teflon film measured as 2 nm did
not fully cover the ITO substrate and islands of teflon on the
ITO substrate were observed. Figure 4共c兲 shows a 4 nm thick
teflon layer. Islands of teflon grew but did not form a continuous film. As for the 15 nm thick teflon layer in Fig. 4共d兲,
coalescence of teflon islands occurred, forming a continuous
teflon film on the ITO substrate. The RMS of the roughness
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of films in Figs. 4共a兲–4共d兲 were 0.28 nm, 1.15 nm, 1.10 nm,
and 2.7 nm.
Figure 5共a兲 shows I-V characteristics of hole-only devices
with teflon films by thermal evaporation. It was observed
that the current density was increased by the insertion of
2 nm, 4 nm, 6 nm, and 8 nm thick teflon film between Alq
and ITO, and the maximum current densities were achieved
when 8 nm and 12 nm thick teflon films were used. Figure
5共b兲 shows the current densities of devices with different
thicknesses of teflon film under an electric field of 0.2
⫻ 107 V / cm. The current density of the devices reached the
maximum twice with 8 nm and 12 nm thick teflon film.
III. THEORETICAL MODEL

FIG. 4. 共Color online兲 AFM images of 共a兲 ITO film, 共b兲 2 nm
thick, 共c兲 4 nm thick, and 共d兲 15 nm thick teflon films by vacuum
thermal evaporation.

FIG. 5. 共a兲 Thickness dependence of the I-V characteristics for
the hole-only device with teflon films by thermal evaporation. 共b兲
The current of the hole-only device vs different thicknesses of teflon film 共under electric field of 0.2⫻ 107 V / cm兲.

In order to analyze and understand the mechanism of the
enhancement of hole injection from ITO to Alq through a
thin teflon film, we started with a physical model based on
the tunneling effect.1,16 Figure 6 shows the energy diagram
of our devices with and without a thin teflon film. The Fermi
level of ITO was 4.7 eV, the highest occupied molecular
orbital 共HOMO兲 of Alq was 5.7 eV, and the HOMO of teflon
film was measured as 9.8 eV.13 In Fig. 6共a兲, if no thin teflon
film was included, then upon application of a forward voltage, holes had to tunnel through a triangular energy barrier.
In the presence of a thin teflon film with the proper thickness, the voltage drop across the teflon film decreased the
difference between the Fermi level of ITO and HOMO of
Alq and reduced the thickness of the energy barrier through
which holes tunneled from ITO to Alq, thus increasing the
injection current of holes. Based on the WKB
approximation19 and neglecting the interfacial state, the
space charge limitation in Alq, we calculated the tunneling
current from ITO to Alq through the teflon film in Fig. 6共b兲.
In order to compare this with the experimental results in
Figs. 3 and 5, we also calculated the average current density
of holes from ITO to Alq through the surface S in devices in
Fig. 7. The detailed theoretical model and calculation can be
found in the Appendix of this article. The average current
density J̄ is shown as follows:

FIG. 6. Schematic of energy diagram of the device without 共a兲
and with 共b兲 thin teflon film.
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FIG. 7. Schematic of hole-tunneling injection from ITO into Alq
through the surface S between teflon and Alq films.

J̄ =
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where px is the x component of the carrier momentum,
T共y , z , px兲 is the transmission coefficient at the position 共y , z兲
on the surface S, U共x , y , z兲 is the potential energy, E f is the
Fermi level of the ITO, m is the carrier effective mass, Kb is
the Boltzmann constant, and ប = h / 2 is the Plank’s constant.
nជ is a unit vector normal to the area element ds of the surface
S, and eជ x is the unit vector of x direction

FIG. 8. 共a兲 Numerical results on thickness dependence of the
I-V characteristics through a flat teflon film of the hole-only device.
共b兲 The calculated current of the hole-only device vs different thickness of the flat teflon film 共under electric field of 0.2⫻ 107 V / cm兲.

rent density J共y , z兲 = J at the position 共y , z兲 on the surface S
were independent on the y and z component in space. Thus
the average transmitting current density through the surface
S is
J̄ = J =

冉 冊冕
K bT
2  2ប 3

冋

冉

dpx pxT共px兲ln 1 + exp

E f − p2x /2m
K bT

冊册

.

共4兲

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In our calculation, the ratio of the resistances of teflon and
Alq film was approximated to 3:1, which decided the ratio of
drop voltages of teflon and Alq films by Ohmic law,16 and
then according to the energy diagram of ITO/teflon/Alq in
Fig. 6, the potential energy U共x , y , z兲 was determined for the
given thickness of teflon layer, local electric field, and the
positions of 共y , z兲.
First, we considered the tunneling current through a perfectly flat teflon film in a hole-only device. If the teflon film
was uniform and the surface S between teflon and Alq was
perfectly flat, then the potential energy U共x , y , z兲 = U共x兲, the
transmission coefficient T共y , z , px兲 = T共px兲, and tunneling cur-

Figure 8共a兲 shows the calculated I-V characteristics of the
device with perfectly flat teflon film by Eq. 共4兲, and Fig. 8共b兲
shows the current density under the electric field of
0.2⫻ 107 V / cm. It was found that the current density of the
device with a perfectly flat teflon film was increased and
reached a maximum at the thickness of 1.1 nm. These results
agreed well with the experimental ones in Fig. 3.
Secondly, we numerically investigated the tunneling current through a rough teflon film in a hole-only device for
comparison of the experiments in Fig. 5. By the morphology
of teflon film with different thicknesses described in Fig. 4,
the schematic diagram of the morphology of teflon films with
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FIG. 9. 共a兲, 共b兲, and 共c兲 show the morphology of a rough teflon
film on ITO substrate with different thicknesses used in calculations. Cone-shaped islands were used as the teflon islands on ITO
film and the ratio of height to bottom diameter of cone is 1:10. The
space between two islands in the array is 100 nm.

different thicknesses used in our calculation was shown in
Fig. 9. For simplicity, cone-shaped islands were used as the
teflon islands on ITO film and the ratio of height to bottom
diameter of cone is 1:10. The array of cone-shaped teflon
islands on ITO film was used to describe the discontinuous
teflon film, shown in Figs. 9共a兲 and 9共b兲. The smallest space
between two islands in the array is 100 nm. And Fig. 9共c兲
shows the morphology of the continuous teflon film used in
the calculation. In Fig. 9, the thickness of the rough teflon
film was defined as the distance from the top of the coneshaped island to the ITO substrate.
Based on the above definition of rough teflon film,
U共x , y , z兲 and T共y , z , px兲 on the surface S of the hole device
can be calculated, and we also can calculate the tunneling
current density J共y , z兲 through an area element ds at the position 共y , z兲 on the surface S. The average current density
through the surface S of the device can be obtained by integrating J共y , z兲 over the surface S. Figure 10共a兲 shows the
calculated I-V characteristics of the devices with different
thicknesses of the rough teflon film by Eq. 共1兲, and Fig. 10共b兲
shows the calculated current density of devices under the
constant electric field of 0.2⫻ 107 V / cm. These numerical
results agreed well with experimental ones; for instance, in
Figs. 5共a兲 and 10共a兲, the current density of devices linearly
increases with teflon film thickness when the thickness of the
rough teflon film is less than 8 nm. In Fig. 10共b兲, the current
density of devices with different thicknesses of teflon film
reached maximum twice, which was also similar to the experimental results in Fig. 5共b兲.
The numerical results in Fig. 10 reveal the physical process of holes tunneling through teflon film, as shown in Fig.
11. Because the tunneling current density J共y , z兲 through the
position 共y , z兲 on the surface of teflon film was calculated to
be maximum for the 1.1 nm thick teflon film in Fig. 8, the
tunneling current through a rough teflon film in the device
was mainly contributed by holes tunneling through the area
of teflon film with the thickness of about 1.1 nm. When teflon film is discontinuous and teflon islands were small, the
tunneling current was mainly through the top of teflon islands into Alq. When the islands grew, the fringe of the teflon islands became the main area where holes tunneled
through. And when the teflon islands coalesced, the valleys
among the islands of teflon film were the area where holes

FIG. 10. 共a兲 Numerical results on thickness dependence of the
I-V characteristics through a rough teflon film of the hole-only device. 共b兲 The calculated current of the hole-only device vs different
thicknesses of the rough teflon film 共under electric field of
0.2⫻ 107 V / cm兲.

tunneled through. In Fig. 10共b兲, the two peaks of current
density of devices resulted from the maximum of tunneling
current through islands and valleys of the rough teflon film
with different thicknesses respectively, and the pit in the
curve of current density for the thickness of 10.5 nm came
from the attenuation of tunneling current through the fringes

FIG. 11. 共Color online兲 Schematic diagram of holes tunneling
through the rough teflon film with different thicknesses in devices.
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of islands and the increasing of tunneling current through the
valleys when the rough teflon film grew.
This picture of carriers tunneling through a rough teflon
film also could be partly applied to the tunneling effect of
other insulator films such as LiF 共Ref. 5兲 and NaSt,17 which
do not have a perfectly flat surface. From our numerical results and understanding of the tunneling effect through the
teflon film, the discrepancy between theoretical and experimental optimal thickness of LiF film in previous work5 could
also be attributed the roughness of LiF film.6 More importantly, our theoretical study revealed that carrier injections by
the tunneling effect through thin insulator films are localized,
that is, carriers are injected not through the entire interface
but the localized area of the insulating film, causing the formation of carrier channels in the bulk of the organic semiconductor. The formation of carrier channels is expected to
affect the charge recombination efficiency and performance
of organic light-emitting diodes.
V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we investigated hole tunneling injection
through the structure of an electrode 共ITO兲/insulator 共teflon兲/
organic semiconductor 共Alq兲 both experimentally and theoretically. In the experiment, we found that the hole current
was enhanced by the tunneling effect of teflon film, and affected by the morphology of teflon film. We developed a
theoretical tunneling model based on WKB approximation.
By considering the morphology of teflon film in the calculation, the experimental results can be explained well, which
provided further understanding of tunneling injection
through the thin insulator film. In the presented physical picture of tunneling injection of carriers through an insulator
film, the rugged surface of the insulator film will induce the
localized injection of carriers and lead to current channels in
the organic semiconductor, which is expected to have a serious impact on the characteristics and performance of organic
electronic devices.
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ered the particle transmission through the energy barrier
along the x direction, then Eq. 共A2兲 can be expressed as

=
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In this paper, we considered the tunneling transmission
from ITO to Alq through the teflon layer, and neglected the
interfacial state, the space charge limitation in Alq, and reverse transmission from Alq to ITO, then transmission current through the area element ds between px and px + dpx, E
and dE is
J共E,px兲eជ x · nជ dpxdEds
= 2共px/m兲T共y,z,px兲g共E,px兲f共E兲eជ x · nជ dpxdEds 共A6兲
where nជ is a unit vector normal to the area element ds of the
surface S, and eជ x is the unit vector of x direction.
The total current through the surface S and over all possible values of px and E can be obtained by integrating Eq.
共A6兲,
Itot =

冕冕冕

J共E,px兲eជ x · nជ dpxdEds.

共A7兲

And the average current density through the surface S can be
expressed as
J̄ = Itot/S =
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冕冕冕

J共E,px兲eជ x · nជ dpxdEds

共A2兲

where E is the energy of the particle, U共r兲 is the potential
energy, and m is the particle effective mass. We just consid-
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where g共E , px兲 is the density of state and f共E兲 is the FermiDirac function. Based on the free-electron model, the density
of state g共E , px兲 could be calculated to be 2m / 共2ប兲3.19
The maximum number of particles per unit time which could
cross the barrier along the x direction in the energy and momentum ranges considered is

x2

dx ,

共A3兲

.

The flux of particles incident on the barrier with x component of momentum between px and px + dpx is

Based on the WKB approximation of one-dimensional
Schrödinger equation, the transmission coefficient of the energy barrier was shown as follows:19
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Substituting Eq. 共A6兲 into 共A8兲, integrating and simplifying
Eq. 共A8兲 yields

APPENDIX: THE DETAILED THEORETICAL MODEL
AND CALCULATIONS
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If the teflon film was uniform and the surface S between
teflon and Alq was perfectly flat, the transmission coefficient
T共y , z , px兲 = T共px兲, and tunneling current density J共y , z兲 = J at
the position 共y , z兲 on the surface S were independent on the y
and z component in space. Thus the average transmitting
current density through the surface S is
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J̄ = J =
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K bT
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冋
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If the surface S is not perfectly flat and teflon film is rough,
then T共y , z , px兲 varies on the surface S. The average transmitting current density through the entire surface S can be calculated by
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